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The IFS Pathway is for IFS Standards and IFS Global Markets Programs

Benefits and objectives 
The IFS Pathway helps companies:

 > access various supportive resources and practical 
guidance materials,

 > strengthen product safety and quality management 
skills, 

 > continuously improve product safety and quality  
processes,

 > better understand the IFS Requirements, their  
purpose, and implementation,

 > create an adaptable plan towards IFS Certification,

 > achieve excellence in product integrity  
and safety.

Features of the IFS Pathway
 > Over 100 practice-oriented technical resources

 > IFS Programs and Standard based materials

 > Individual and customisable planning 

 > An interactive, modular approach to improve  
professional skills

 > Resources in English and partner languages

IFS Pathway contents
 > An introduction to the IFS Pathway and testimonials

 > Ten (10) supporting steps towards IFS Certification 

 > A technical library 

 > Information about the IFS Pathway Partners
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Reach the next level in product safety and quality management
IFS offers this unique, complimentary platform to enhance product safety and quality management skills. Businesses can 
find technical letters, white papers, guidelines, training materials, case studies, best practices, and more technical informa-
tion here. It is an ideal source of knowledge for businesses starting or already working with IFS Global Markets aiming 
to further progress on their path towards IFS Certification. IFS certified companies and those preparing for an initial  
IFS Audit can also use it to deep dive into specific technical topics. 
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Click here or scan  
for more information

Developed exclusively for the IFS Pathway, the ten (10) steps provide a logical path towards certification. Each  
step includes relevant information, specific resources, tools, and technical content. The platform allows starting  
at the appropriate stage to create a development, improvement and certification plan tailored to the company’s 
specific needs. 

The IFS Pathway Partners
Over 60 professional partners actively support the IFS Pathway. Training institutions, retailers, manufacturers,  
certification bodies, assessment services providers, consultants, and individual experts contribute their profound  
technical knowledge, expertise, and professional experiences relating to the various IFS Global Markets programs  
and Standards. Their engagement ensures that the platform's content is well-founded and practice-oriented.

Visit our website to see the partners supporting the IFS Pathway. 

Access the IFS Pathway  
Start your journey with the IFS Pathway and excel in product safety and quality  
management. You will find a description of the log-in process in the IFS Database  
under “download documents”.
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https://twitter.com/ifs_standards
https://de.linkedin.com/company/ifs-international-featured-standards
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCozPjvQ10x5VsA4fCAaK2Ew
https://ifs-standard.com/index.php/en/academy/ifs-pathway-en

